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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM 
This study consistso£ the eval~tion, a.cco~ding to the Flesch 
Formula., of the readability o£ eighty-two classics most often recommended 
for reading by junior and/or senior hi~ school students. 
I. JUSTIFICATION OF.THE PROBLEM 
The probl~ of finding the right book for the right reader is one 
of the basic pro blem:s constant~. faced ; by librarians, teachers, and 
parents. The la.rge number of booklists recommending books specifically 
directed at certain age levels bears witness to the erlstence of this 
problem. The variety and diversity of recommendations which exfst in 
different anthologies relative to the right materials to be taught on 
each grade level aonvin~e even the casual reader that there is great 
disagreement concerning the readability of different works of literature. 
This question becomes more acute for the teacher at.the seventh grade 
level when the more s,ystamatic stu~ of the classics becomes a. part of 
the curriculum. Choosing the right classics to be taught at each level 
from grades seven through twelve is a problem which every teacher at those 
levels must face. 
This paper attempts to present at least a. partial solution to. this 
problem by ~lassifying, in order of readability, eighty-two of the most 
gften recommended classics for use in grades seven through twelve. It 
attempts to present, also, a systematic listing of the major problems 
that may be encountered: in the teaching of each cla.ssic. 
II. STATEMENT OF THE PRO.BLEM 
Few people will question the existence of the problem; :m.a.n;r ~ how ... 
ever, will question the methods used to :aolve the problem. The term 
"readability" is a. difficult one to define and a.n even more difficult 
one to evaluate. 
According to the dictionary~ readable means. neasy to read because 
interesting or pleasing. rrl · .. This would imply that the readability of a 
book depends on what is in~eresting for a given person and what is easy 
for himto read. 
· James Harvey Robinson in The Humanizing of Knowledge indicates that 
a book is readable "when it is humanized.n2 In ~ther words, a book be-
comes readable when a reader is able to relate the book with his own 
thought or to his own person. This again implies that the book must pre-
sent to the reader information in terms which he will easily understand 
and information which he will find interesting• 
The Subcommittee on Readable Books of the American Library Associa-
tion defines a readable book as one which is simple enough to understand 
and one which must have a degree of vitality • .3 
lwebster 's Collegiate Dictionary (Springfield; G. & c. Merriam., 
1942), p. 152. 
2Jam.es Harvey Robinson, The Humanizing of Knowledge (New York: 
George H. Doran Co., 192.3), p. 120. . . 
.3Elnma. Felsenthal, Readable Books on Ma.n..y Subjects (Chicago: 
American Library Aseociation~ 1920), P• 4. 
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Readers themselves agree that these two elements of ease of reading 
and intere.st are necessary-,factors in the definition _of readability. 
i 1High School Students' optirl.ons as to what makes a book easy or difficult 
agree closely with those of librarians, publishers, and teachers. Ado-
lescents say a book is easy· to read -when it is interesting. In style~ 
they mention an eaey, simple vocabulary as the first requisite. n4 
Gray and Leary aiso stress the importance of these two factors in 
the definition of the ter.m readable. 
It seems important to note that despite the variety of 
interpretations offered by different writers, two aspects are 
generally held essential to a readable book. One is interest-
ing content, ~d the other;, a presentation simple enough to 
be understood. . . 
Again Gray statestt{lat:'interest is a most important factor. 
If a. reader. is given a theme in which he is interestai, the 
problem of readability is one-third solved; if, in addition, 
the style is fitted to his needs and tastes -- that is, to the 
scope of the vocabulary and the kinds of sentences which he 
reads easily. and to the. type of presentation that pleases him 6 
- then the problem of readability is almost two-thirds solved. · 
Any attempt to evaluate. the readab.il.:fty of a book would then have to 
include these two factors: ease of reading-and the-personal interest to 
the r.eader. itrJy for.mula which- would cons~der only one of these factors 
would necessarily produce incomplete information. 
4.a~th Strang, Ethl.yne Phelps, and Dorothy W:I:throw, Gateways to 
Readable Books {New York: The H.-W. Wilson Company, 1958), p. 9. 
. . . . 
. 5william s. Gray aD.d Berinice Leary, What Makes a Book Readable 
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1935), p. 25. 
6william s. Gray, 11Progress in the. Study of Readability, n Elementary 
School Journal, vol •. 47 .·(May, 1947), 494. . · · . 
3 
' 
· Inherent in this definition of readability is another element no 
less important in the evaluation of readability. The subjectivity or 
. . 
objectivity of the data being con~idered is, of pr:i:ma.ry importance. The 
use of a formula. to evaluate readability necessarilY disregards· whatever 
elements make a book easy to read for a. given individual person and 
whatever personal influences may make the book interesting to him. For 
the individual reader~· ease. of reading depends upon his edu.cation .and. his 
' ' . 
tastes and his cl,lltural background; personaJ. interest wili depend, at . 
least partly 1 upon his general e~Vironment. · 
Readability is relative; what is readable ;tor one person 
ma.y be unreadable for the next; one:.· However, . a measurement · 
,formula disregards.· individual·. di££erences in n.nor.mal 11 tempera-
ture; . it estimates readabilit:y: :for the mythical traverage 
adult modern American readern.'f ··. · · 
In personal recommendations, the !'actor of ~ubjectivity would have to be 
considered. However, a :rormuia. evaluation would provide the objective 
basj,s for the recommendation. 
This thesis aims also at present~g other information ~eh affects _. 
,· '(. 
readability_, such as the number o:r important characters in each book, the 
number o:r scene changes, and the approximate length of each book. The 
purpose is to produce a teaching list of these eighty-two most often 
recommended classics which is based on the five factors of readability 
here considered: reading ease., interest, number of characters, number 
of scene shifts, and book length. 
III. PROCEDURE 
' . . 
The following procedure was followed in the preparation of this work 
----·-----. ' ·. ' 
7Rudolf Flesch, How to Test Readability (New York: Harper & Bro 
1951), p.- ll. . . ' 
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1. A basic list of classic's l-res prepared. This list includes the ~ 
You Read 100 Great Books? list later described. To this list were add-
ed other works by authors included in the Have You Read 100 Great Books? 
list. Finally, although they were no:b mentioned in the original list, 
the following authors and works were included in the final list because ·· 
it was felt that these were fairly common high school 1~rks which fitted 
the "classics" definition: Esther Forbear: Johnny Tremain, Margaret 
Landen 1 s Anna and the King of Siam, and Jules Verne 1 s Twenty Thousand 
Leagues under the Sea. This basic list is given as Table I in the final 
chapter of the thesis. 
2. Twenty-one representative lists recommending books for junior and/or 
senior high schools were examined and eight lists were chosen for the 
reasons outlined on page 20. 
3. The eight recommending lists were matched against the basic· classics 
list and classics were chosen if they were recommended by at least four 
out of the eight recommending lists. This resulted in the selection of · 
eighty-tw·o classics .for study .. 
4. Six reading formulas 111ere examined and. the Flesch Formula was select-
ed because it provides scores for both reading ease and human interest 
~:~.nd because it is relatively easy to apply. 
5. Both parts of the Flesch Formula were applied to the eighty-twe . 
classics chosen. The iridividual samplings w~re noted on worksheets 
(an example is included in the appendix) containing enough space for 
twenty-five samplings of the average sentence length, the number of syl-
lables per 100 ·1rrords, and the number of personal words in 100 words, 
and the number of personal sentences in 100 sentences. The samplings· 
5 
were chosen by divid.in& the number of pages in the .book by 25. For ex-
ample~ it a book contained 300 pages, the number 300 was divided by the 
number 25 and the samplings were ta.ken on every l.2th page.. "In a few 
ances where sampli~s would have overlapped,_ fewer samplin~:s were ta.ken. 
6~ Except in a few cases where it was .felt that such facts were not 
pertinent or where this information co~ld no~·be taken practically, the 
final lists also include the approx:iina.te number of important characters 
in each classic, the approximate number of times the sc~ne changes, and 
the approximate number of words in the complete book. The number of 
characters were not included in the. Hol.y Bible and The Adventures of 
Sherlock Holmes. The number of scene shifts were not included in the 
Ho6Y Bible, The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes, and John Brow.n•s Body.· 
7., The results were &iven in· six separate tables: The Beadin& Ease 
- . : . 
. . 
Table beiimdn& with the easiest book down to the most difficult, The 
Human Interest Table beginning with the most interesting book down to the 
least interestin&, The Characters List startih& with books with the few-
est characters down to the &reatest number, The Scenes Table going .from 
.. . 
the book with the smallest number ·of scene shifts down to the hi&hest, 
and, finally .:r The Words Table gi vinll the number of words in each book. 
8., The rank orders of these five tables were-then computed and the final 
list, called the "teaching- tabl('} 11 of classics., is the end resp.lt of all 
of the factors .enumerated above., This "teaching table" lists allo.f.the 
classics and their average rank in relation to all five· factors mentioned 
above. 
9. ';t'he factors which entered into the application of.the readability 
. . 
formula, the number of words per sentence and the ,avera~:e number of syl-
6 
lables per word, and the factors which entered into the Human Interest 
. . 
formula, the number of personal words and the number of personal sent-
ences, were al.so included :in the final table, since it was felt that 
this information should be· available to teachers. A foreknowledge of 
points of difficulty in a certain book should enable a teacher to pre-
pare his students for this difficulty, and that is the reason for this 
inclusion. 
10. The number of characters in a book, the number of important_ scene 
shifts, and the length of the book have been considered in this study 
because it is generally accepted that these factors affect the reading 
difficulty of the book. Large numbers of characters, many scene shifts, 
and exceptional length lead to problems _in reading. Clinical practice 
has found this to be true. This is confirmed by work done at Boston 
University by Dr. Mabel s. Noall and at Syracuse University by Dr. 
lvilli.am B. Sheldon. 
11. The editions of the eighty-two classics used l'rere listed alphabet-




I. READABILITY FQill-1ULAS 
Several formulas exist for determining the difficulty of reading 
materials. Some of the best known of these formulas are: the t·linnetka 
Formula, the Dale-Chall Formula, the Lorge Formula, the Gray-Leary For-
mula, the Yoakam Formula, and the Flesch F~r.mula. A brief explanation 
of these different formulas will better justify the use of the Flesch 
Formula in this study. 
The Witmetka Formula is based on the tabulation and comparison of 
the number of conunon and uncommon words according to Thorndike' s Teachers' 
~lord Bookl, and the tabulation and evaluation of the simplicity or dif-
ficulty of sentences accordi.rig to rules set down by the authors of the 
for.mula. 2 This formula is somewhat impractical since it requires the use 
of an outside word list. This makes the formula more cumbersome to ap-
ply. It is also limited exclusively to determining the ease or difficul-
ty of. the material and does not take in the interest element. 
The Dale-Chall Formula consists of the computation of the average 
sentence length of the material tested and the evaluation of the famili-
arity or unfamiliarity of the .words used. This evaluation is based on thE 
Dale list, 1.'lhich is a list prepared by Edgar Dale and by Ralph Tyler 
lEdward Lee Thorndike and Irving Lorge, The Teacher's \'lord Book of 
;30.000 111J'ords (New York: Teachers College, Columbia University, 1944). 
2carlton \'lashburne and lt1abel Vogel l'-1orphett, 11Grade Placement of 
Children's Books", Elementary English Review, .38:.355-.368, February, 1948. 
from Thorndike 1 s Teachers' Word Book and the . Word List o:f the Interna-
tional· Kindergarten Union•~ . ~eve,ral .other special rules are necessary . 
including standards for CommOn and proper nouns, verbs, and other parts 
of speech~ The result of the calculations prod.ucee~ a raw score wllch 
. . ' . . . 
can the:J:?. be converted to grade levels according.:to the Correction Table 
,.,. ' " ' 
provided by the authors.:A. Since a specific list of words must also be 
used with this :roz;nuJ.a., it is not as easi~ and as quick]3 <B!]>:pl:fuehl>l.e. 
The formula also provides onJ.i for an evaluation .of reading difficulty 
and does not take into account the interest o~ material element previou&-
ly described. 
Brief~, the Lorge Formula consists of counting the number of words 
in the passa.ge being analyzed (usuallY samplings of approx:im.ate~ 100 
words are used), counting the number·of sentences·inthe selection,· count 
ing th~ number of prepositioh&l phrases and .counting the llhardtt -wOrds. 
·The. 11hard" words are the words included in the Dale list mentioned in 
connection with the discussion of the Dale-.Chall Formul.a. · The evaluation 
of thes~ factors according to the formula produces th.e grade level of dif: 
ficUlty called by Lorge the R .• I .. (reading interest) .score/5 ·.There is no 
specific provision in tp.is formula. for the interest factor. The whole· is 
based on the difficulty of the ma~eria.l. Assuming that interest is based 
1\1illiam s. Gray and Bernice E. Leary, What Makes a Book Readable 
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1935), p. 100. 
4.;Eagar Dale and Deanne S, Chall, A Formula for Predicting Readabilit 
{C~lum.bus: Bureau of Educational Research," The. Ollj,o State University). ' 
.. '-J.Irving Lorge, rtPredicting Readability", Teachers' College· Record, · 
45:404;_419, March, 1944. · 
on ease of reading, then Lorge could be said to have included the interest 
factor. However, this is an assumption and not an established fact, .The 
main disadvantage of this formula is that it makes us~ of a specific list 
of words. This is a limitation as the ·formula ~ot be applled without 
constant reference to the list. 
The Yoakam Form:ula measures only the difficu.lty of vocabu.lary,. Based 
also on the revised Th~rndike List, it classifies a given page of material 
according to a. grade placement of reading dif~icll.lt,y.:.6 Since it was the 
express intention in this thesis to produce a separate interest score, the 
Yoakam Formula. could not be used~ 
The Gray-teary Formu1a. is also . .fairly well-known. Gray himself des-
cribes the formUla in this way; 
After much experimental work a formula. :which used the 
folloWing variables was developed for predicting the readabi-
lity of selections for adu.lts ·of limited reading ability: 
the .number of different words, the percentage of un:common 
words, the relative number of personal pronouns, the relative ' 
~=~.:ff preposition~l phras~s, ·aJ1d the average sentence. 
This formu.l& was inte.nded to test both the difficulty of. the material and · 
theinte;est of the material· for the.. reader, s;ince it is concerned with t 
personal element such as the number of personal_ pro.nouns · in a selection. 
It is limited, however, as it is intended f~r use with adult materials 
only ~ for use with adults with reading difficulties~ These limitations 
make the formula unsuitable for. use with more difficult materials. 
6.iGerald A.~Yoakam, 11Revised Directions for Using t}?.e :Yoakam Tech-
nique for Grading ·Books/' Unpublished Material, University of Pittsburg, 
194$. . . . 
. . 
71lilliam s. Gray, ttProgfess in the Study of Readability," Elementaq 
§chogl JouruaJ., yol. 47 (May:;, 1947), 491). · · ·· 
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"In 1943 Flesch reported the results of a stu~ which took as its 
point of departure the fact that th~ Gray-Leary formula yielded unsatis-
factory· results when applied to more difficUlt reading matter~r,a· The 
form$ which was evolved by Flesch as a result of this- stu~ produces 
two completely separate scores. The first score grades the ease o£ the 
materia.l and the second grades the human interest of the material. Since 
the. a.pplication of the formula does not require the use of outside mater-
ial, it ·is relatively convenient to a.pply.. The reliia.bility of his for-
mula is discussed by Flesch himself in the £ollowing words: "The 'Word 
'accurate' does not apply to a test of this sort. All the test does is to 
predict the 'probable' readability (ease and int~rest of reading) for an 
•avera.ge' reader. Since probability is a matter o£ degree and since most 
readers are above or below the average, you can see that the test will 
give you only a rougll estimate of r~adability. nt~ 11The test is based on a 
statis~ical.arialysis of some 350 reading lesso~s that were used for com-
prehension tests . of New York .. school children~ :l.O 
The following is a_ brier.· explanation· p£ the formula: 
The Reading Ease Score ie computed· in the £ollowing way: 
· 1. Approximately 25 to 30 sa.m.plings of a. book·. should be taken. 
These sa.mplings should consist of 100 'Words, and each SQJilpling shoul'd. be-
gin at. :the beginning of a paragraph •. · The samplings should be taken at 
g'Ibid., P• 496~ 
95 . Flesch~ op. cit., p. 
lOlG. •t 496. , ray, op. c~ ., p. • 
ll 
------~~-
re~r intervals in the book. 
2. The average number of :words per sentence in each sampling must be 
;: . .- . 
figured by counting the number of ·words in 10 s~~tences and dividing the · 
) . . _- . . . . . 
total number by ten, roun<;iing off the'result to the nearest whole number. 
a. Words include all letters., numbers, or symbols; or groups of 
. . 
letters, numbers, or symbols~ that. are surrounded by white space. Con-
tractions and hyphenated words are to be cpunted as one word. 
b. Sentences are units .of thought gra.mmatcally independent from 
other sentences· or cJ,.auses and eridiilg With·· a period, semicolon, or colon. 
Incomplete sentences or sentence fragments a.r.e also to be counted as sent-
ences •. 
3. The average word lerigth.must be figured by counting.the total 
number of pronounced syllables in the swnpling. 
4. After this information has been obtained, the reading ease score 
is computed in the following Wa.y; 
a.. The average sentence length is multiplied by 1. 015. 
b. The number· of syllables per 100 words is multiplied by • 846. 
c. The results of these two multiplications are added. 
d. This sum is then subtracted from 206.835. 
e. This yields the Reading Ease Score .. 
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·e eading Grade Description . Typical Average Syllables per 
Ease. Level of Magazine Sentence 100 words 
Score Style Length 
100-104 4 simple mass.of comics 6 ll5 
.90~99 5 very' simple better comics 8 123 
80-89 6 easy pulp fiction ll 131 
70-79 7 fairly easy slick fiction 14 139 
60-69 8& 9 standard mass non-fie- . 17 147 
tion, Digest, 
Time·· 
50-59 10- 12 fairly Ha.rper 1s .21 155 
(high difficult Atlantic 
school) 
: 3()-.49 13- 16 difficult Academic 25 167 (college) . . . ~ Scholarly 
0-29 College very Scientific 29 192 
Graduate difficult Pro.t'essic>nal 
The Human Inter~st Score is computed in the following way: 
· 1. The number of personal words in 100 words must be computed. 
Personal lrords include; 
a. All first, second, and third person pronouns which show sex or 
~efer to something having sex. 
b., All words having masculine or feminine natural gender. 
c. The group words "people" and 11folks 11 • · 
2, The number of personal sentences in 100· sentences must be counted 
Personal-sentences include; 
a. Spoken sentences, often set off by quotation marks. 
b. Questions, commands, requests, and other sentences addressed to 
the reader. 
c. Exclamations. 
d. Grammatically incomplete sentences. 
3.. After this information has been obtained, the Human Interest 
Score is computed in the following way; 
a. The number of personal words per 100 words is to be multiplied 
b. The ·number of personal sentences is to be multiplied b,1 .314. 
c. The results of these two multiplications are to be added. 
d. This yields the Human Interest Score. 
4. This·score can then be. interpreted according to the following 
. · .. 10 
table: . 
Human Description Typical Percent Percent 
Interest of Magazine Personal Personal 
Score Style Words·· Sentences 
60-100 Dramatic Fiction 17 58 
40-59 HighlY Interesting New Yorker 10 43 
20-39 Interesting · Digests,.Time ',7 15 
1~19 Mil<:llY Interesting Trade 4 5 G-9. Dull Scientific 2 0 
Professional 
The original Flesch Formula appeared in 19439 The Human Interest 
part of the formula appeared in 1948 as a result of a general revision 
and simplification of the original formula. AdmittedlY the HUIIJ.an Interest 
art of the formula contributes little to the determination of reading 
eas~. 11 However, it is generally considered of value in judging the vita-
ity of. reading material. Of the complete form.uia Flesch says again, 
· "What I hope for are readers who won't take the formula too serious:cy- and 
expect from it more than a roughestimate.nl2 
10audolf Flesch, The Art of .Readable WritinR . (New· York: Harper & 
rothers, 1949), PP• 213~216. 
ilRudolf Flesch, lfA New Readability Yardstick," Journal p.t;. Applied 
s cholo XXXII, (June, 1948), p .. 22lco · 
12audolf Flesch, The Art of Plain. Talk (New York: Harper & Brothers, 
946), Po vii. 
· n. RELATED RESEARCH ON CLASSICS 
For years edu,cators have debated th,e question of the use of classics 
.in jUnior and/or senior._.high schools." Two aspects of this question ba.ve 
presented-themselves. First, should the classics be taught to all stud-· 
ents in the junior and senio;r high school, and secondly, at what level 
should each classic be taUght. . 
.. This study does not .concern i tsel:t: with the first aspect of the proc. 
. . . 
. . . _.' . . .... 
blem; it assumes that the cras~ics are to· be taught. The study does 
attemp~, however_. to present one solution to the second part of the pro-
blem. 
It is not within the scope of this thesis :to examine exhaustively 
t)l:e studies tha.t have· been: done cmcer.r:dng this problem.· However, a short 
review of some of these studi~s is essential to the complete understand-
ing of the question. 
Studies by Irion, Jordan, and Burch ha.ve concluded that most of the 
classics usually recommended for certain grade levels ar~ actually too 
. . 
. . 
difficult for the students a.t "those levels. Many of the classics recom-
mended for the seventh grade, concluded Burch, could be understood, and 
consequently enjoyed, by o~ a small minority of the pupils· a.t that 
grade level.lJ It would appear from these. studies that :further wo;rk is .. 
needed either in deciding which students are to read the classics or .in 
revising the levels a.t which these cla.ssics are to- be taught. 
Irion concluded that the present method of teaching the classics, 
... 
· PI.rary c. Burch, nneter.mirl&td;on of ·a Content of the Course in Lit~ra-
ture o.f' a. Suitable Difficulty for Junior and Sen:ior High School Students, n 
· · · · Nos 2- • • 281. 
15 
subjective:cy; classified by teachers as belonging in certain grade levels, 
did not achieve the desired ~ffect of "enhancing life experiences. nl4 
In 1926 Jordan also pointed out that some required classics could be 
read· with sufficient accuracy for enjoyment by- orLcy- 25 percent of the 
students to whom these classics were assigned.l5 
We can conclude from these studies that the necessity exists for 
classifying the. classics correctlY according. to grade levels and.· accord-
ing to individual levels. There is a definite need for more accurate 
measures of reading difficulty and reading interest• There is a need for 
awareness by the teacher of the individual difficulties to be encountered 
in each classic before this classic can be taught at a certain grade 
level and to a particular: student at that level. 
Much has been done in recent yea,rs to adapt th,e vocabulary and sent-
• 0 • • 
(mce- structure of the original classics for lower levels of difficulty •.. 
Much valuable resear~h . has been done in this field.16 However, if the 
original classics are to be taught, .it is essential th&t educators be 
aware of the difficulty level of each book so that the proper level 
-----! 
classification of each can be made. It is also es~_en'l;ial that the teacher 
be aware of the difficulties inherent in each work ~o that he c~ prepare 
his students for t~e problems to be fotind.iri each. 
14rrheodore W. H. Irion, CqmPr~hensign Difficulties gf Ninth Grad.e 
$tudepts in the Study o! M terjture: Teacher t s- CgJJ ege Cgntribution tg 
Education, No. 189 (New York: Bureau of Publica.tio~s,. T~~che~s College 
of, Columbia University, 1925), p .. 2. . . · · 
. 
15A .. M. Jordan, Children's Interests in Read¥lg (Chapel Hill: Univer-
sity of North Carolina. Press, 1926), P• 74. . 
. . . 
16Irving D. Baker, 11An Evaluation of the Simplified Cl.Aeeicsn (un-
published Doctor's thesis, i:lni:v~~~tf'N~,f:;;P~tt-~gjE, 1960), 
16. 
CHAPTER III 
FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS 
I.. ORIGINAL ·LIST OF CLASSICS 
In order to determine which classics were most often recommended 
fo~ reading in junior a.nd senior high school, it was first necessary to 
decide What a classic is. 
Webster defines a classic as "a work of the hiahest class and of 
acknowledged e;x:cellence~nl The Winston Dictionary defines a classic as 
work "of allowed excellence.n2 Accord~ to these definitions, therefore, 
a classic is a book which is generally accepted as being of the hiahest 
caliber. The question of acceptance or acknowledgement, however; is one 
which is difficult to determirie. In his book1 The Delight of Great Books, 
Dr., John Erskine iJ.ves a partial definition of this process of acknow-
ledgement or acceptan~e·. . He says, 11Untii we have discovered that certain 
books ~ow with our maturing experience and other books do not, we have 
not learned how to distinguish a &r~at book from a book. 113 .·Partly, then, 
the definition of a &reat book or classic is a question of personal e;x: ... 
. . . . ' ' 
perience., Each reader must, given the proper education and experience, 
ascertain for. himself which . books are il'eat and Which are not. Time, 
also,· is a very important factor in determining the value of a book • 
.. 
!webster's Collegiate Dictionm (Springfield: G,. &. c. Merriam Co., 
1942),. p. 152. . . . 
2T.be Winston Dictionary (Philadelphia: The· John c. Winston Co., 1941) 
I' .... ,,.__, .. u.,, The Delight of ·.Great Books (New· York: Dobbs-Merrill 
"Before we come to criticize> a very lar~e part of the crit-
ical work must have been done. Time is the Jud~e, and each suc-
ceedi~ Time adds but a little to the ~owin~ knowled~e that it 
inherited. At last, when the thi~ called knowle~e is completed, 
there remains but to make the jud~ement which is implicit in that 
knowled&e1 and this findin& we consider as the final, thouih 
temperamental, statem'3nt of the critic,.tt4 
The reader's personal evaluation, coupled with the discrimination of time, 
a.rtd final.J..y interpreted by the critic is probably the best, if not the on-
ly' method, of determinin& the worth of a book. Practically 1 however, most 
people prefer to by-pass the first two steps and to rely almost entirely 
on the criticts appreciation since they consider his knowled~e to be 
superior to theirs. In view of these considerations, the books used in 
this basic list are those which 11the &ene:r.-a.l a~eement of cultivated and 
soUnd thinkin& persons has placed among the classics.n5 
This list, which is quoted in its entirety in the followin& pages as 
Table I, and which has been used as the basis for decidin& which classics 
were recommended for readin& by junior and/or senior hi&h school students, 
is taken from the book entitled, Have You Read 100 Great Books?, published 
by the Jasper Lee Company of New York. This is not an ori&inal list but 
simply a master tabulation (with duplicate~ eliminated) of twenty-six 
other lists prepared by well-known authorities. 
The followin& are the twenty-six primary lists: 
1. ttThe List of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle .. u 
. . 
2. "100 Best Books, 11 by Sir John Lubbock. 
4James Stephens, Edwin L. Beck and ROyall H. Snow (editors), Victor-
ian and Later English Poets (New York: American Book Company 1 1934), P• 7. 
5Theodore Roosevelt, A Book-Lov~r's Holidays in the Open (New York: 
Charles Scribner 1s Sons, 1911),. P• 7. 
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3. John Ruskin's list of 1.5 ~eat books. 
4,. Robert louis Stevenson 1.s list of 16 ~reat books • 
.5.; "The List of Branden Matthews." 
6. Lord James Bryce's list of 17 ~eat books. 
7. Professor Wilbur L• Cross's list of "Twenty-Five Great Prose Fictions.' 
8.. "The List of Arnold Bennett. rr 












Hamilton WTi~ht Mabiers list of the five ~eatest books • 
Professor William Lyon Phelps's list of the 1.5 ~eatest novels. 
Dr. A. S .. W. Rosenbach 1s list of the .5 ~eatest detective stories. 
"The List of the Grolier Club." 
Dr. John Erskine 1 s list of the 12 ~eat books. 
I 
"The List of Columbia Colle~e." 
. The list of books by Charles A. Beard. 
The List by John Dewey. -
The list by Edward Weeks. 
The list of the Newark, N.J. Public Library,. 
The list . of A.. Edward Newton,. 
21. · The list of Christopher Morley. 
22. The list of Frank Thdmas •. 
23. The "Invitation to :Learnin~" liat published by the New Home Library. 
24. The list of St~ John's Coll~&e• 
25. · Life Ma~azine 1 s list of the "100 butstand~ Books of 1924-44." 
26. The list of Dr. Will Durant/; 
(Total list)6 




The choice of sources which.recommend books for youna people was 
based on three considerations: (1) the number of books recommended should 
be sufficient to warrant the use of this source,. (2) the list should be· 
general in time and not limited t.o books written or published in a speci-
fic yea:r or years, and (.3) the recommen:9-ations .. should be aimed at junior 
and/or senior high school aae people. 
The following lists'were considered ahd acc~pted or rejected· for the 
reasons mentioned: 
ACCEPTED LISTS 
1. Standard Catalog for High School Libraries, The H. w. Wilson Company, 
1957. 
This is a very complete list and it is aenerally regarded as the most 
authoritative work in the field.. ·consequently, this list was accepted. 
2. A Basic Book Collection for High Schools i Mariana Kennedy McAllister, 
. . 
editor, sixth edition, American Librar.y Association, 1957 .. 
This collection was accepted because it is·a.imed specifically at the 
high school age and it covers all fields~ 
3. A Basic Book Collection for Junior High Schools, Elsa R. Berner, edit-
or, second edition, American Library Association, 1956. 
· Also prepared by the. American Library. Association, this coD.ection is 
one of the best sources available for junior high school·age books.· n ... 
though admittedly limited in the amount of fiction presented, this list 
was accepted as it includes most of the .classics, 
4. Book Bait; Detailed Notes on Adult Books Popula:r With Young People, 
Elinor Walker, editor, American Library Association, 1957. 
20 
This list includes books aimed at senior hi&h school a~e students. 
A rather limited source, it was nevertheless accepted because it. included 
several classics. 
5. Guide to Books !or Young People~ Lennox Grey, Stevens Publications, 
New York, 1958. 
This is a list of 200 classics for children from pre-school a~e to 
senior tigh school. This list was chosen.because of ~ts accent on the 
classics. 
6. Patterns for Reading; An Annotated Book List for· Young People, Jean 
Roos, 1954. 
This annotated list was accepted because, although it is not aimed 
specifically at junior and /or senior high schools, it.is directed at 
youn~ people of "early hiih school· age a.nd. extends to those in their later 
teens.n Recommendations ran&e from the i1sim.ple junior novel to the best 
in adult literature. 11 
7 •. Books for You,; High School, National Council of Teachers of En&lish, 
Chica~o, 1945. 
Books for You is a fairly.complete list andis aimed specifically at 
teen-aier s of senior hi&h schools. · It was accepted. 
s. Your Reading, Grades 7, 8, 9, National Council of Teachers of Enilish, 
Chica~o, 1946 .. 
Your Reading is also prepared by the National Council of 'l'ea.chers of 
~sh and is aimed at the junior high school age., This list was also 
accepted. 
REJECTED LISTS 
9. Inexpensive Books for Boys and Girls, Catherine E. Adamson, editor, 
third edition, .American Library Association Editorial Committee, 1952. 
21 
This list was rejected because it was too short, did not include 
enou&h of the classics, and was aimed primarilY at children in the ele-
mentary &rades. 
10,. Combined Book Exhibit, "Invitation to Believe and Make Believ~,n 
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, Cincinnati, 1959. 
Sihce this list covers all ages from kindergarten to senior hi&h 
levels, the number of books re•ommended specifically :ror the upper age 
levels was too limited to be of any use in this study. 
11. Current Books - Senior Booklist of the Secondary Education Board, 
Secondary Education Board, :Milton, Mass..,, March, 1959. 
As the title of this pamphlet indicates, this list is limited to cur-
rent books and consequently could·not.be used. 
12,. BY Way of Introduction, ·A. Book List for Young People, American Libra-
ry Association, Chicago, 1947. 
This is a complete list .aimed at the high school age level, but it 
was rejected because enough books by the American Library Association had 
already been selected. 
13. McCall•s List of 100 Best Books for Children, McCall's Modern Home-
maker, Nel"t York,. 1956 .. 
This list wa.s not ueed because it was aimed at young. children and too 
few classics were included. 
14. Catalogue of Best Books for :children, Spenser Press, Inc,., Chicago, 
1956. 
· This source could not be used because it was directed only at ele-
mentary school age children .. 
15. Books to Build Orl' Elvajean Ua.ll, Library Journal, New .York. 
22 
This book did not include enough of the classics to make its use 
worthwhile for this study. 
16. A Parent's Guide to Children's Reading, Nancy Larrick, Pocket Books, 
Inc., New York, 1958. 
This excellent paper-bound book, sponsored by the National Book Com-
mittee, Inc., is limited to books for boys and girls under the age of 
thirteen. Consequently it did not qualify for this study. 
17. Adventuring with Books, Mabel F. Alstetter, Chairman, Elementary 
Reading List Committee, National Council of Teachers of English, Cham-
paign, Illinois. 
This list was not used because it is limited to books recommended 
for elementary school pupils. 





Education International, Washington, 1956. 
This bibliography is limited to the recommendation~ or books for 
children from age four to twelve and could not be used. 
Admittedly, this is not an exhaustive coverage of .the booklists 
available in tlrl.s field. ' Rather, it is. intended a.s a fair representation 
. '•. 
of the materials available. Of the twenty-one lists consulted, eight 
were used in the study~ 
I 
TABLE I 
ORIGINAL LIST OF CLASSICS 
In this list, the following numbers correspQn~ to the 
:following books: 
1. Standard Catalog for High School Libraries. 
2. Your :Reading. Grades 7. 8. 9. 
3. Books for You · Hi@ School". . 
4. A~ Basic Book ~ollection for High Schools. 
5. Pa~terns fo,r Reading:. An Annotated Book List for You:q_g 
Peonre. .-6. Book Bait: Detailed Notes on Adult Books Popular ~i~q 
Youas .,.Peo~~e. · _ . . · · · 
,-. A Basic Book Oollect1on for Jun~or High Schools. 
S. · 9-'Uide to Books . .J..or Youn~ People. . . · 
. · ·· · [l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 i total 
.A Kemp is, Thomas. • • ·~ Im..:!s..i.-t~ha~:tu!.:!:;:i~on---"o~r~c~~;ru:-i:::.·-*':i.s!::!..lt~l-+-+-+-+--1-+-+------tl 
.~oton, J. • • • .. • • • • • -~on_t.;:=ii.Le~S::...::.::tu:.=dl:..L.-::v.::.::..of_-1--+--t-+--+-t-JI--II--I~--n 
HistorY 
Adams, Henry.. • • • • • T_~~lh~Le~E::!:dl~uc· ~='al=·tio=-n-=o=-f-...~--+--1--1--+-+-f----11--1-----n 
Henr:v Adams 
••••••• Mont-St. 1111'in.hA1 anc5 
· Chartres 
........ Democracy 
Adams, James •••••••.. ~ T ~1h~s~En>i&.o~o~~------~~~--+-+-+~~~~~ 
America IX • 
Addison, J. • •••• · • Essays l:i: 2 Aeschylus. • • • • • • • • • P;L·um~ ;hens lx 
· .•••••.••. Th·~e~T~ri~J~o~~~v-~o>£~---+~~t-t-~ri-1--~~ 
Orestes 
Aesop •••••••••••••• .JF~aL~b,.l~e~~s----~----4-+-~~-t-t-t-r--~--11 
.Ainsworth, w. H. • • --~ Th&._aT:J.::-OQ]!JWe~~rr.:._sog_:f ____ ---4++++-t-t-t-r-----·u 
-T.nriAnn 
Allen, H. • •••••••• Antht:'lnv Adverse :x. x !::&: x 6 Alcott L. ·••••••• Little WnmAn lx.l:x. 
Aldrich T. B ••••• Storv of a Bad Bov lxlx 2 
' •••• Queen of Sheba 
Angell , N. • •••••• •.:; 'll';:;=he....:u-::.,;r:r;::_:~e=--=-=a:_.u:........::n:;;;,::l;..;.:,·,..t..:..sJ.:...:..i.o.:...;>!t_ .... --l---l--lr---+-+--+---+--i--i----4l 
Anderson, s ....... V~~==in~esl·b~ur~g;,~~O··~--~--+--i-+-+-r-~~~---~1 




e 1 2 3 ·4 5 6 7 8 total 
App2lonious •••••••• Conics 
Aquinas ••••••••• , •• On.Being and 
J:!issence , __ 
••••• .- •••••• Traatlse on g.oa. -
.. 
"" -'ii se on Man •....•..... ,. 
Archimedes ••••••••• Selected Works 
Ariosto •••••••••••• Orlando Furioso· 
Arabian. Nights... • • • ... ·. · : ·· · · .' :X. :X. ~ 
Aristophanes. • • • • • • The_ F..ro,!;ts T]le _· :X. 1 
Birds The Clouds so 
The. · KD.i.!Zhts :X. ~ 
Aristotle •••••••••• Niehomachean Ethicf 
• • • • • • • • • • ;?o~J.t1cs 
••••••••••• Rhetorie 
• • • • • • • • • • Poetics 
........•.. .Phvsics 
•••••••••• Organon 
Aristarchus •••••••• On the s1zes ana. 
. 
DJ.s:vances o.r 'tille 
~un ana. .MOon 
Artsybashev •••••••• Sanine 
Arnold, M. ••••••• ; l;loems 
• • • • • • • • Essa.ys in 
e Criticism L ......... ou..L"ture a net Anarc.ay 
Asch, s. •••••••••• '.L'he .Nazarene X J. '. 
• • • • • • • • • • The Apos_t..Le 
Atherton, G. •••••• The conqueror ~ :X. :X. J Aubrey, J •.•••••••• ·' .BrJ.e:r :!tJ. ves 
Auden, w. H. •••••• Poems rx. J. Augustine, St. . . ·~. :confessions 
• • • • C1.:ti.:.v of God 
•••• 
On Music 
•••• ConcernJ.ng t.ne 
'J.'eac.ner 
Aurelius, . M. • •••• ·• ··Medi tati.ons . · . 
Austen, J. 
'• 
••• ~ •• :Pride and PreJUdJ.ce ~- :X. :x.· :X.: :X. 
' ••••••. Sense and 
.Sensibili t.:v IX X ;::: 
. . . . . .. 'Emma be :X. :X. 3 
•••••••• Persuasion 
--
Bacon, Francis ••••• l!4ssays ~ J. 
• • • • • Novum Or.t.tanun 
• • • • • The A~vanQement ·of T.~R'Pni na 




e ] 2 3 J.. 5 !-6 ? -8 tota~ Bagehot, VI. • •••• •. Lnmh~,..n St,-.,AA+. 
Bain, A.· •••••••••• Mind and Bodv 
Baker. ............... Yonn.t:!' Man with a 
Horn 
·' Baldwin, Saokv'ille 
and Others •• ~ •• •• A lV.Il.rror .ror 
Magis:trates 
Balzac ••••••••••••• Father Gor~ot .. 
••••••••••••••• Magic Skin 
. . . ' . . . . . . . . . Lost Illus~ons 
• • • • • • • • • ••••. Eu2enie Grandet 
............... COusin Bette 
Barrie, J. .......... The Little Minis tel x --·~ :X. :X " 
-
•••••••• Sentimental Tomm.v X. ·1 Beerbohm,. M. ....... ZUl.eika Dobson 
•••••• Seven Men 
•••••• And Even Now 
Beers, Thomas •••••• The Mauve J>ecaqe 
Berkeley, Bish?P}· •• Principles of Humat 
Knowledge 
••• DJ.alogues between Hvlas and Philonous 
' Beckford, w. .~ •••• Vathek I 
Bede ••••••••••••••• Ecclesiastical 
e His.torv Beard, c.A. and W.R.Rise of American 
Civilization 
The Republic 
Besant, w. ••••••••. Oll.aplal.n and :t.ne 
Fleet 
Bellamy, . E. • • • • • • • .I,.'ooking ·Backward 
Bergsont H. ••••••• ·creative Evolution 
Benett Stephen, 'V •• John Brown '·s, Bod:v X :X :X .:;l! 4 
Benet, w. R •.•••••.• :Man P-ossessed 
Belloo, H •.•• · ••••• ". .Hl.lls to t.b,e Sea 
Beaumont and . ' .·. 
Fletcher •••••••. ·· Plays 
Bentham~ ;r. •••••••. PrJ.nc1p~es 01' 
Morals and 
.Leg~slat~on· 
Beaconsfield ••• u •• Gon1gsby 
........ Sybil 
• • ~ • • • • HenrJ.:eu1ia '.L'e.mp:.L-a 
.. Bennett, A • ••••••• Old Wives Tale ~ .,. 
........ ·cl.ayhanger 
Bernard• .............. ;Lll'troduo~l.on 1iO 










e I~ 2 3 4 5 0 ., B I 'tO't,a:.L 
Bierce, A. ......... In the Midst Of •' 
Life 
Bible•••···~·•···•· -. ~ X ·:x: :X: X 5 Blackstone ••••••••• Commentaries on th 
Laws of EMland : 
Blackmore, R. D. •• Lorna Doone :X:i:X: :X: X :X: :X: :X: 7 Black, w. • • • • • • • • • Princess of Thule ' 
' 
•••••••••• Strange Adventure . i 
of a. Phaeton 
' Poems ,• • • • • • • • • , Borrow, G. I.~avengro ! • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • Romany Rye i 
......... The Bible in So a in i 
Wild Wales i I ,_ • • • • • • 0 • •. 
Boldrenwood •••••••• Robbery under Arms I 
Bonaventura, St. 
• • On the Reduction oj l ! 
.-the Arts to t j f 
Theology l 
Bourget, P. • • • • • • • The Disciple ! j Boyle, R. • • • • • • • • • Sce:Ptical Chemist Boo·le, G., • • • • • • • • • Laws of Thought . I Bohr, N. • • • • • • • • • • ThA Atomic Theorv 
and the Descriptior i 
of Nature I . 
e Boaz, F. The Mind of I : • • • 0 • • • • • • ' Primitive Man i ' . 
Book of Common ' ••••••••••• !
PraYer I ' l 
Bone, D. w •......• The Brassbounder i 
' 
Boswell •••••• ~ ••••• Life of Johnson XL X ! 2 
Boyd, J. . ...... •.• ~ Roll River 
• • • e • • ~ • • • Drums X X X :X: :X: 5 
Braddon, M. E. • • • • LadY AUdley_' s Secret 
Browning, E. B. ••• Sonnets :X: 1 
Browning, R. •.•••• ·• Men and Women 
Brooks, Van Wyek ••• ·The Ordeal of Mark 
Twain 
.... The Flowering: of 
New England X .l 
Bronte, c. • • • • • • • • J:.e.ne EYre X :X: X X X :X: :X: 7 
. . .., . . . . .. Poems 
. . . . . . .. . Professor 
....... ·- Villette 
•••••••• Shirlev 
Bronte, E. • • • • • • • • Wuthering Hei~hta X X X :X: X 7 
Browne, T. • • • • • 8 • • Religio Medici 
.. ~ ....... Urn Burial - ---
Brown, c. B .. • • • • • • Arthur l[ervin 
e 
I 
1-2 3 l.i516 17 8 total 
Brown, Brie.n •••• • •• The Wisdom of Chim t~l--· ____ -........... -
Brown, J. • •••••••• R~=~h Ann h'i ~=t ~.r'i Anc'h -1--1-.. -r----,-. ·~--~u 
Brovm, J. • ••••••.• • Horace Subsecl.vae Breasted and · ·---'-~.:....;;_~.=----=------+-+. -+--+--+-1 +----1---J.--·- c.-----
Robinson ••••••••• ·~]Iuman~-~-dveritu~e- --- .. __ -·j- --- --
Brandes, G. ••••••• Main Currents of i f · 19th Century · --· · -·H--i- - f---f----·---
Li t eraiture ---------f.--· r--t-t--+-- f.-- ---,,---u 
Bridges, R. • •••••• The Spirit of Man -:-1-- -, ·-t-t·--t-·-1-... I------·--
Brooke, R ........... Poems lx · 1 .W T ~ 
Bulwer-Lytton •••••• HaH tinted and the--=:~:T~~-~~=!-- ___ _j _____ ---
unters ..:.. -i--, l -{----
• ••••• Last Da~of '""'--..,-----+-+-- -;{---L-+:--- __ J____·~--t• 
Pomp-aii _ x x. 1 x i x_~J-~---i-=-5-· -,---n 
....... ~Novel· ·· .j'.· i 1- I .-; · 
• • • • • • Pelham . 1 1 l H' 1 
Bullen, F. T. • • • • • Sea Idylls ____ ~ -~~f I r ---1---r· 
• • • • • The Cruise of the ' ! i 1 ·r ---II 
'~Cachalotn x 1 'X l IG 
· Burney, F. • • • • • • • • Evelina t+ ! 1 I 
Butler, Bishop. • • • • ~alo~:v o:r Relis9:ior - i · I 1 l ..... L ____ !.._ .. ____ _ 
Butler, s ......... Hudribas I l i I 
•••••••• The Way of all . i J ... i!- -t'·--------~• 
Flesh . I l I . 
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Gray, C. • •••••• ~-. • H:":'[i,..·~s~t~o~'r..~·v ~o=·~ ..... ·~M~u~s:.:i:.;c~-+-IH--t---+---4-1-+-+-------ll 
Greely, A. W • • • • • • ~A:~-,.. '.wln . ..w · t..~ i.~ cS e~~:TIV·:!:.:i· ~ee~'::""""'-+-1--+-+++-4---l---l-----ll 
Green,- J. R. • • • • • • S':"':"'h-.wot~:rt[,:-~Hi·~so..w.:-t''o~..o~': r""!::-v~ou'::f'!z..:·~· "-t---t-f---+-+-+-l~f-~~---11 
the English People 
Grenville Murray.,-. • ~~-~e~~:.ra.......f~o,:r~P:..l:)a~.r"""i·:.!O!-s"--+--+-+-+-~~1--1·~~-----.---u 
Grettir •••••• • •••• ·~ S.aL_&~:a._____,_,~,....--;..~----+-~1---ll--l--l'"-1--+--+------:n 
_Grote , G. • • • • .. .. • • • =Hi==· ~s~t~o~r:--z..::Y>:?o::.::'f~G~r~e;.:e:::.:c:::.:e~-+--r-+-+4--+--r~-+------n 
Grot ius • • • • • • • • • • • • . L-t=t:.a~w:.......l::o:.=, f._..u.:: W•a~r,_·-~a:;.:!·n::!:.lldO!o.--___ -+--11--ll--l--1--4--11--~+--~--ll 
Peace .. ·. 
Grosset est e, R. • .. • ~O=n~L=iltr:?-m==·:;:;t-:-. ~----";-;---:--+-+-+-f--.-li--l..;.......j--il~l-------tl 
Gulbranssen ••••••• ·~ B~e~v'ot=n~d,;B=i:::!n.a...s:~t~h:.:::e:.;;..--_-+--+-+--+-+-+--+--+--+---:--'---ll 
JAfoods x :x: X :x: 4 
Gunther, .J. ••·····~ Tn~~~r~7~·n~e~Eu~-~r~o~~o~e~----~~~~~~-4l~--~---ll 
••••••• Inside u. s. A. :x: :x: x 1 :> 
X 1 Hakluyt, R •••••••• yoyages · 
Hardy, Thomas •••••• ~hA~~~u~rn~·-Ap~r~~;~;n~e--~_,--r-~~~----j._,--1~----~ 
Native , :x: b!: :x: :x:. 







1 2 13 14 5 6 7 8 total 
Hardy, Thomas ••••• ~M~a~v·o~r~o~f~~~------~-1~r-~~r-~r-~----~l 
Casterbridge 
••••• Tess of the 
D•Urberbilles -- -- --· --·1- -- --··· ··-~ r--·-..----11 X l. 
• • • • .. 1tlessex Poei11s 
Harris, J. E ••••• Uncle Remus x x . x, j 
Harte, B •••••••• • Tennessee's Partner_,x=-t'--I--!J--1-·- r- ·--·1---l- 3:_ 
• • • • • • • .. The Luck of' Roaring ' ~ l · 
H W Coampt.h T\rr t • f x ' . x x .....t-1--· --=>::....."___.;.·>'"'" arvey, • • • •• • • • n e .~.-.~.o ~on o . .. ..f 1 .::. 
the Heart ;; 
Hauptmann, G. • • • • -:T:;:h:,::e~F=--=o~o;:.:l::.....::i:.:n:::...-.C.::.:h:.:r=::=i..::::.s..:.t---1HI--t-t-H~f-f-: -+1_..... __ 41 
Hawkins, A. H •••• ~Th~e~P~r~i~s~o~n~e~r~.~o~f~---4~·~~~-r~'-r-r~'~l~~---11 Zenda i .i ! 
Hawthorne, N ••••• '!~t1e §car!et I.,etter IX.. x xjx 
• • • • Marble Faun 
•••• House of' Seven 
Gables ~ X XIX l 
H azl itt , 1:1. • • • • • .. -=S="~P:...;;i"=r:..::i:o-t"':-o;;..:f=-'""'th~e_:;.;;A~ge_.,._,-+-t--t--t-! -+--+--!--+----.,-u 
••o••• EnRlish Poets and I ! 1 
Comic lrlri ters ·.• ! I j 
H 1 Ph ·1 , ...... h...... r --11--~--+-f---l,--r--.·. r-;.--r----n e g e • • • . • • • • • • • • • • ~· ~~;;.;;:;;..;o:;..;s;;..o;::..o,.!~"'·~~.-·Y....;;o~. -----J--4---lt----~l--i--1>-,-+--+--+------n 
·His tory ·- _ -·-t--+ !. __ . "!-' '--+-1 -+-1--'----u 
Heine ••••••••.•••• o Poems 1 ; ~ ;;;,C~o..;;;n;,;;;f;:.;;;e;;,_s_s-:4;-o·-n-s·-. ···--.. ·--- ... - ·- .-· J. · ' ······~······ ..... -t--r- t.} ~ Heimskringla...... (Norweigian Chroni- .. -- -c-r-r-r· 
--~-+-+-+~--~----~~ 
cle) . . . 1 1 1 ' 
Helps, Sir A ••••• Frfends in Counc:Il- It ! , 
Hemingway, E. • ••• ~For Whom the Bel..,._l-t--!1'--it--ir-i!~.,--+t--~i,__l--
Tolls - -+· ! ' ·~---.---n l t ~ 
• • • .. A FarevJell to Arms Pt. 1 Jx i 
•••• ..Qld :Nan .. m d the Sea 
Henley, l1J. E. • • • • .S~o:-"n~,g~o=-f~~t=:h::e-::-=S~w:..::o:.::r....:d~· -i-i--+-·1-+ I' -+' -+' 4:--l~------ll 
o ••• ]3ook of Verses , 1 .: . ! ~ 
Herbert, G.. • • • • • • The Temple ::- -i~·t-r--;l,__i-----u 
· Her ge she imer, J. • Tffih~e~Tn:h:-:r:=:e:-:e~· ~BB'trla=-=c.,-:-:-.1!-_.;..+--':--t--1-~+-+,~~-f--!--'----D 
Pennys 
• ~ava .tleag. . 
Herodotus ••••••••• History 
~~~~~----~-~---~-~-1~~~~~+-4----~~· Herriek, R. • ••••• Hesperi,des. 
Hesiod •••••••••••• ~P~o~e~m~s~---~--~-------~;-;-~~~~-+-4~----~l 
Hilbert • • • • • • • • • • • -;F,..::o:..:un:::::.:d::.:a;::.t::.;i=.:::.on::· .::S.-:::O:..:f:__ _ +~-+-~-++-+-t-'"'""""lf---~­
Geometry 
Hellman, Lillian •• Plays x 
Hi 1 ton, James • • • • • L~o-=s".tt-:r:Hi"':o:-:r:-:;ir:z:""o::-:n':""""'·----,.._-t:x:+-+x=+=-+-=+~-r-+-.._.___;_Jt 
••••• Goodl::>ve~ Hr. Ghl.PS X 
Hindus, M. ••••••• To Sing wi.th the 
Angels 
Hippocrates ••••••• ·Ancient Medicine ~~~~~~~~,_~;-+-+-~~~~~--~~~ 




U. 2 3 4 5 b 7 8 total 
Hi'tler • •.. · ..... .- • • • .::M:::,j!N"~.B~a!U!t~t:.=l~e--'------+--+-+-t-'.-+--+--+--+--+---··-u 
Hobbs •••••••••••••• T~hLe~L~~e~v·:i~·.a~tt~;·h~ta~Ln~--+-~~-+-+-+-+-+---~• 
HObson, J. A •••••• Im~m~e~r~i~a=l~i~sm~~----4-+-~~~_,_,~~~~-u 
Hoffding, H ••••••• ~Hi~s~t~o~r~y~o~f-=MO~d~er~n~-r+-r-r-~~~r-r-----
. · P~hi=·~l=o=s=o~·o~:h~Y~--~~-+-+--+--1--+-+-+-+------
Hogben, L. T •••••• Ma~t~h~e~ma==t~i~c=s~f~o~r~t~h~e~~-+-+~-+-+-+----~ 
Millions oc 1 
Ho1inshed •••••••••• · C_::a:h....,L1:"...x=on!>o!lli..:.. c:.=.:.l.e~s ______ ~-+--+-~-+--t--+-~-----n 
Holland, J. G ••••• s~·~ev~·e~l:n~O~Ia~ .. k~··S·L·~·-------~-r-r~~~~~---­
Holliday, R. c •••. B~r~o~o~m~e~S~t~r~e~e~t~·----+-+--1--+-+-+-+-+-+-----~ 
Straws 
• • • Walkin~ ·Stick 
Papers -
Holme, Constance ••• -S~~P.l~en~d~~·d~F~a~··i~r~-~~·n~L~~-4-+-r~~~;-;-~---n 
Holmes, 0. W. ••···~ E:lEsl=.i"Ee_v~re~~·n~~n~~A~~~~----4-+~-r4-+-4-4--r-----4l 
...... The Autocrat of' 
the·Breakfast Table 
••••• The Professor at 
the Breakfast Table 
••••• The Poet at the 
Breakfast 'T'ahlA 
Horace ••.•••••••••.• O,w&i Sa-lWL.Io t;i~rei~S.lillam.w 'i,w._ n ____ -+--+-+-+-~f--1--·+-+---
EJ,listles . 
••••••••••••• O~d~e~s~a~n=L~dE=~o~o~d~e~s~---~~-t--+--+--+--+--+--+----­
Housman, A. E. • • • • T:::h~e~C~o~l=l:..::e~c:...::t~e~d=-·· .:!:.P-7o~e~m~sPx:-t-+-+'l ::x:~-t--t--t-t-"2..____ 
Howard ••••••••• · • • • .. ~S:!o:!.o.w;.n~~saS!.lny.Ld~A~nlny,ol nbl.ll 'Aii<.;d!Li~;s"'----1--1-t-HH--i,---t-t----n 
Howell, J. • •••••••. FJ,U;ial.w.L,mi· ..... 1..... ;·""' al..L.:-~..~ .~L:.aJ.LAt;t.~.~.;ec..I,...L:.C..A __ 4-4-+-r-~--il--t-r------n 
Howells, W. D. • •••. A~:::t.CMhs.an~o:2,_e _______ -4-+-+-~-r-+-4--t--t--=:--4l 
.Aauaintance 
• • • • The Weddina Journev 




Hudson, W. H. • ••••. T~h~e~Pur~:..t:P~l:..::e~L~a~n~d,___.:--r--1-t-+-+-+--+--+-+----n 
Hughes, T ••••••.•• Tom Brownts ~c=h=o=o=l~·-+·~~~~+--·1---t--~-----ll 
days x: 1 
•••••••• Tom Brown at O:x.f'ord 
Huge •••••••.••••• ~ • • T~o~i=-=l~e~r...::s:......:::o~f'~t~h::e:.-.:S:.:::e~a'-1--+-+--l-+-+--l--+--l--,..,..­
••••••••••••••• L~e~s~Mi~s~e=r=a=b~l=e~s~---Tx:~-rx~::x:~::x:~x~·--t--t--~5 __ 11 
·Humboldt, Alex Von.~ Tr~av~e.l~.s~~~~~~+--+-t-l~_,_, __ t-t-----
Hume, David ....... -~ • H==:i=s-=-t7-or7~v"--o=f'"'-="E=:n:=L.Q::::>:~l::.:a=n::.:d=--t--il-l--+-t--+-4--+-+---
......... •': Treatise of' Human 
Nature 
Hunt , Leigh. • • • • • • • Es......._uS...,I•a....,tvrw-s~a .... tn ..._Ld':-.....,... Sk: ..._..~et;.w c~.. :hL..lol\elwt-s-t-+-+-l~--1---1--1---~-n 
Hut:ton, R. H. • ..... !' Ci'-"l:al~,..n ..... i· w nl~a~-JN.Iol.£.~e'l.!!:!Mma!:!!2:n!::.· --f-l-+.;_J--1--1--1--1--1-------ll 
Huxley, Aldous. • • .. • =L=e=d=a----:-------+--l--t.,.....r-1-ir--11--+-'-+------JJ 
:-.,:_·.-
-- - ---- . 
~ ~ J ~ 5 6 7 S total 
Huxley,· Thomas H. . • E~s..:s::av'.t:s~--:--:::--;:-::=;~~-1--1--1-+--+-+-+-j-----ll 
Huygens , c. . •.• ·• . • · T~.re~al~t;-'1:i~· s~e;;-:-:o~n:-:L!:!:i!:of.~::=!:.lt~· -++-t-t-1--~~1---i!---;...._,..--ll 
••••••• Doll t s House :x 1 
• • • • • • • Enemy of the People :x J. 
Ibsen, Hendrik ••••• ~eer u-ynt tx :x z ~~~~~~~-:------~~-~-~~~4-~~~~41 
••••• The Wild Duck tx 1 
••••• Hedda Gabler -iX l 
•••••. Ghosts x 1 
• • • • • R.osmersholm · x 1 
Irving, Washington.~ Knli.;:~~..·-~c.k:!:!l:e~~r""-"'-b'o~•cll:!.::·k!:!L4e!i!..Jro~r......~t s~---+-J.-+-+-+-+-+-+-1-----n 
·History of New York 
• The Conauest of 
Gztianada 






e ~ ~ .. ~ 5 6 7 E total Huxley,' Thonias H. . • Essavs 
Huygens, c. ~ •• .". • .. Treat.:T se on Li~ht 
•. ••• •• Do1-,ts·House :li J~ 
......... Enem.v of the People l l 
Ibsen, Hendrik .•••• Peer G:vnt IX l z 
••••• The Wild Duck lx l 
••••• Redda a.ehler lx 1 
•••••. Ghosts lx 1 
••••• Rnsme't"sholm tx 1. 
Irving, Washington. Kninkerbocke't"'s 
. Historv of New York 
• The Conauest of 
Granada 
·• Alhambra X 1 
• Sketch Book X 1 
James, Henry ....... The Wings 
DritrA 
of a 
•••••• rrrhe 'Re+.T.A,.. Sorl 
......... The Tra.qoic Muse 
·• • • • • • rrhe Sof't Side 
e •••••• ThA (ln1.N.:=.n 'Rnw1 
•••••• ~~i'leT>ick Hudson 
. . . . .. . The.Am.erican :X 1 
• • • • • • The Portrait of a Ladv ·. .. 
•••••• The· 'Turn of the Screw,,, :X 1 
• • • • • • The Ambassadors 
James, William ••••• Princioles of 
Psvcholon:v 
J~ans, Sir James H. The 11/fa+.'homt:t:l:iical 
Theorv·of Electric-
it:v and Ma.2:netism 
Jefferies, R. • • • • • The StorY" of Mv Heart 
Jeffers, Robison ••• Roan Stallion · 
Jeffrey, F. •••••• ~ :Essavs f''t'om the 
EdinbU'I".Q'h :RA'vi ew 
Jerrold, D~ • • • • • • • M.r1=t CAl~- At=! 
Curtain LectureR 
Johnson, Samuel •••• R.~=~sselas ' 
••••. ·Lives of'. the "Pne+.~ 
• • • • Dictionarv .of' the 
Rft.Q'li Sh Lan&-UB.Q'A 
Jonson, Ben ........... :Piavs ilr l 
e 
,. 
Joule, J. P ••••••• 
Jowett, B.- •••••••• 
Joyce, James •••••.• · 
•••••••• 
~udd .....•. .... · ..•• 
Jung, c. G. . . . . ~ . . 
Justinian •••••••••• 
Kant, Immannel ••••• 
Ka.lisada ••••••••••• 
Kaye-Smith, Sheila. 
Keats, John •••••••• 
. . . . . . .. . 
Keble, John.~ •••••• 
Kellogg, J. H ••••• 
Kennedy, J. P. • ••• 
Kepler, J. • ••••.•• 
Keynes, J. M. . .. . ~ . 
Kingsley, Charles •• 
• • 
••• 
Kingsley, Henry •••• 
Kingslake, A. w ••• 
Kipling, Rudyard ••• 
. ... 
• • • 
. .. . 
• • • 
• • • 
. • .. 
. ·• . 
• • • 
Knight, Eric ••••••• 
Koran 






e l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 total 
I..aing, s. • • • • • • • • • Human Origins Len Fontaine, Jean •• Fables 
Lamb, Charles •••••• Essavs of Elia :X. .L 
• • • • • • Letters 
.• • • • • • Tal.es from 
Shakesoeare X :X :X. j 
Landon, Margaret. • • Anna and the King 
· of Siam :X. :X. X :X. :X , 
Landor, w. s. ••••• Pericles and 
As.Qasia 
• • • • • Selections 
....... Imaginary 
Conversations 
Langland, w. • • • • • • Piers Plowman . Lardner, Ring •••••• lfotind Un :X. X ~ 
Lawerence, D. H. • • The Plumed Serpent Lawerence, T. ~. • • Seven Pillars of 
Wisdom 
. 
Lavoisier, A. L. • • Treatise on Chemistrv 
Law, William ••••••• .Serious Call 
La Rochefoueauld ••• Reflections 
Lecky, w. E. H. • • • History of England 
e 
J.n the ~8tll 
·centur:v 
Leibnitz, G. W. • • • Diso.ourses on Metaph:.vsJ.cs 
.... Monadolog:.v 
Leith, w. Compton •• Sirenioa 
Lenin ••••••••.•••••• Imperialism: The 
State and Revo~u-
tJ.on 
Leonarda ••••••••••• Note Books 
Lessing, G. E. • ••• Laocoon Lever, Charles ••••• Charles O'Mallev 
• • • • • Tom·Burke of OUrs 
• • • • • ·Ha.rrv. I.o·~T"eauer 
Lewis, Sinclair •••• Babbitt :X. :X 2 
•••• Main Street X 1 
.. 
Arrowsmith ::8 J J 4 ·• :X. •••• 
• • • • Dodsworth X 1 Lewes, G. H. • • • • • •. Life of Goethe 
....... Histor:.v of 
Philosophy 
••••••• Principles of 
success. in 
Literature 
La Sage, A. R. -.... Gil Blas 
Lindsay, Vachel •••• Everv Soul is a 
e Circus X 1 
I 
--
I 42 .. 
4 
e 11 2 '3 u .. 15 6 7 8 total •,, 
Lippman, w. • • • • • • • • A Preface to --· . -Morals·,· .. 
Livy ... .. ~ .•. • -•.••••. :a;1§to·ey;: Of Rome--· 
LincoJ.n, A. ., . . . . . . . Letters· and 
Sll.S~ches 
Llewellyn, R. • • • • • • How Green Was Mv Vallev X X X X J.. 
Lobachevs.k:i, N. I. ·.-,;. Theory of · 
Parallels 
Locke, John.-~- ••••• o. Essav Concernin~ 
Human Understand-
-ing ~ 
••......•• On the Conduct of 
the Understandin~ 
• • • • • • • • • Second Treatise 
on Civil Govern-
ment 
Lockhart, J. G. • 4t • • Life of Scott I Lodge, Thomas ••••• ~. Rosalind 
London, Jack •••••••• Call of the Wl.~d. X X X :x:· :X. X X '( 
• • • • • • • • Sea.Wolf X X X 3 
.. ' ...... White Fang_ X :X. X X 4 
Longfellow, H. w. 
•• 
Evan.!Zeline :X. :X. 2 
•• 
H:vt>'erion X 
.L e • • Kavanagh :X. ~ Lover, samuel ••••••• Handy Andy 
Lucian •••••••••.• -.· ••• Tru~ .. Ristpry. 
Lucas, E. v. . . . .. . . . The ·Onen:Roaa. . 
Ludwig, E. • • • • • • • • • NaPoleon· r,:x: .L Lowell, . J'. R• ......... The Biglow Papers 
Lucretius ••••••••••• . Q..ri. the Nature 01' ·. 
Thin,gs . .. 
Lyell, Sir Charles •• The. Principles of 
Geology 
LflY, J"ohn ........... Euphues 
I 
· Machiavelli ••••••••• The lx 
i Prince i 1 i Mackenzie, H. ........ The Man or .l!'eeJ.l.li@ 
lVIa.cdonald, G. • • • •• • • Malcolm Macaulay, T. B. • • • • :W.ator:v of Eng lana ! 
• • • • .E§§~;y:s -· --- lx ! 1 Mahan, A. T.; ...... , .... The'Influence of 
Sea <Power Upon 
Historv 1660-I.Ts-:r 
.Maha, Bharata ••••••• Ancient Enics of 
India 
Ramayana •••••••••••• 




Ma.l.et, Lucas ••••• 
Malory, Slr 
:Nalthus, T. R ••.• 
Mans.field, K. • •• 
Nann, Thomas •••• 
•••• 
Marbo t, J. • ••••• !!E~~..=.:!:.:.E..--__,__,,_ __ -t-+"-+......jl-.,l--1-......jl--f-+----ll 
H ar lowe, C • • u • ~ ..::.:::::-.;;;..:::.:.:..~=-..:.::;:::-.:.;::::--+-1-+-J-+-+-f-+-+-----n 
Marshall, A ••••• 
Ma.rryat, E. • •••• 
• • • • • 
Marx, Karl •••••• 
• • • • • • 
Marquand, J. P •• 
I-1a.sson, D. • ••••• 
11arquis, Don ..... · ~~...e:~:::::.!:~...:::...~~~.:::....r-t-+-+-+-+--'J-..J-+-----1 
Masters, 
McFeei vl • • •. • • • • 
Melvi le H ••••••• 
• • • • • • • 
Mendel. G. J •••• 
Meredith, G ••••• 
• • • • 
•••• 
Merrick, L. 
Mill, J. S. ••••• 
43 
1..1._ 12 I 3 14 5 o '1 8 rtota~ 
:Miller' H. • •••••• ·~ o~.d~'RJ,S;Atl.Y.-JnSI:&i:YAlTl.,ul nUil f;:t!..lo!lt~O),y,::nLeS!...._-1-11---+-+--+-+--I-+--1----11 
Millay, E. St. 
Vincent. • • • • • • • • • PnQm~=~ lx lx 2 
Milne, .A • A. • • • • • • W;;;h=en=--~we.....:w=r~ e=re_v.:...;.r~ s~rv'---1·--+--+---1-+---if--1.--+-+----u 
Young 
Milton, J" •••• • •••• Paradise Lost ·IX 1 
• • • • • • • • Areopagetica !X T 
•••• •. • • r nmn~. Lvcidas IX 1 
••••• •.. L' A 1 1 "'l~Zro;;, Il ' 
~~eroso lx 1 
Mi.tchell, M. • •••• • Gone Wl tli the Wind l:x: lx lX I x L. 
Mi t:f'ord, Mary R. • ·~ 0'll.r=-....V~i1:!:!1~1 a:!fla~A----+--+--1--1----+--+--+--+-+----II 
Moliere •••••••••••• - nil~.w"C~~:-~· "ll~A-:J ''.3-v_gaL,y,y.nd--'f:!l..!;cli.MLiea._-!-if--4-+-+-+--+--+--+----n 
c-omic SPirit 
•••••••••••• T~~~~;·u~:f't~·~e~-----+-~'-~x-+~~-+--+--r~~• 
••..•• ·• • • • • • • • ~J;~~h~e..;lVli~s~: 1 e~r-=-----~-+--ii-1-x::!:-+-;...-+--+---1---1--"J.=---II 
•••••••.••••. Tile 'Mfsanthro-oe tx: x 2 
MOore, G. ·········~ Esl~·thL~a~·r~~wa~L·t~;e~rs __ -+~-+--+--+--~~~~-__,1 
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• • • • • • Edwin Brotherto:ft 
Wister, o. ........... The Virginian pr. X X. X 4 
Wolfe, Thomas ••• •· •• Look Homeward, An_gel 
.. ·-··· . 
o:r T~me ana tne 
.lil.Ver , , 
Woolf, v. •••••••••• 'l'O tne .L~gnunouse 
• • • • •• • • • • The Common Reader 
~ . . . . . . . -· 1lfil:!.s_ TI:=!Tl.owav . . 
Wordsworth and 
Coleridge ••••••• Lvrical Balla as 
Wordsworth ••••• ~.. • • PoelilB : . . IX: J. 
Wycherley. • • • • • • • • • Best· P1avs . ·. 
Wylie, Elinor •••••• The VenA+:'i ~n ri1 s:~t.:tt.:t 
Nephew 
e ........ Last Poems X:· l . . \ . ·' 
I ., 
-54 
-· \ .. 
e 1 2 1 11.. 1'5 16 7 B to taT Welles, Sumner ••••• The Time for 
Decision 
West, Rebecca •••••• Black Lamb ana 
-a=-ray Fa~con . 
Westcott, G. • ••• ~ • Tlfe · u-ranctmot.ners 
Wharton, Edith ••••• The O!d· 1\lfa.i_d 
Wilder, Thornton ••• The Bridge of s~n 
Luis Rey :X: :X: :X: :X: :X: :;,-
Wright, Richard ••••• Nat~ve ~on 
:X:eno,phon •••••••• •• •• JUrao~s~s 
•• · ••••••••• Memorabl.lia 
Young, Arthur •••• • • r:traveJ.s .. ~n .1rrance 
• • • • • • So Red the Rose 


















































READING EASE OF CLASSICS ACCORt)ING TO THE FLESCH FORMULA 
'l'ITLE 
Oyraho de Bergerac 





,John Brown's Body 








How Green Was M;v" Valley 
Anna and the King or Siam 
The Yearling 
Romeo and Juliet 
Julius· Caesar 
The C1oister·and the Hearth 
The Red Badge or Courage 
Moby Dick 
Wind, Sand and Stars 
Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur 1 s Court 
Beyond Sing the Woods -
The Prince and the Pauper 
Kim . 
My Antonia 
Westward Ho 1_. 
The Virginian 
The Good E:a.rth 
Huck1eberr,r Finn 
The Bridge or San Luis Rey 
Rabble in Arms 
wmte Fang 
Pitcairn 1 s Island -
Les Miserables 
Mutiny on the Bounty 
Johnny Tremain 
Death Comes ror the Archbishop 






















































































Men Against the Sea 
Abraham Lincoln 
As You Like It 
Parnassus on Wheels 
The Call of the Wild 
Wuthering Heights 





Life With Father 





ArrowBIId th . 
Pride and Prejudice 
The House of Seven Gables 
BenHur 
Great Expectations 
The Human Comedy 
Two Years Before the Mast 
Don Quixote 
Gone With the Wind. 
Ethan Frome 
The Three Musketeers 
The Last of. the Mohicans 
Robinson Crusoe 
The Scarlet.Letter 
A Christmas Carol 
The Last Days of Pompeii · 
The Count of 1-ionte Cristo 
Poor Richard's AJ.manaclt 
Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea 
David Copperfield 
Ivanhoe 
War and Peace 



























































































As You Like It 
John Brown t s Body 
Romeo and· Juliet . 








The Three Musketeers 
. A Christmas Carol 
Twenty Thousand Leagues Unde.r .· the Sea 
Pride and Prejudice 
Bambi 
The Return of the Native 
Portrait o$ Jennie 
Giants in the Earth 
Treasure Island 






Rabble in Arms 
War and Peace 
Tom Sawyer 
]lloby Dick · 
Va.riity Fair 





The Cloister 'and the Hearth 
Last Days of Pompeii 
The Human Come~ 
Great Expectations 
SCORE 










8.3 • .3·28 
83.014 






74 .. 174 














66 .. 771 
66.143 









RANK TITLE SCORE 
43 · Ethan Frome · 59. 815 
44 Life With Father 59.549. 
45 The Red Badge of Courage 58.740 
46 WUthering Heights 58.559 
47 The Good Earth 58.245 
48 Gone With the Wind 58.238 
49 A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court57.122 
50 Ivanhoe · 56.760 
51 The Robe 55.733 
52 A Tale of Two Cities 55.504 
53 Lorna Doone 55.057 
54 Poor Richard's Almanac 54.115 
55 Death Comes for the Archbishop 53.982 
56 The Black Arrow · · 53.934 
57 The Scarlet Letter 53.402 
58 ~ Antonia .. 52.907 
59 Pa.rnassus on Wheels 52.412 
60 Pitcairn's Island 49.671 
6l Don Quixote 49.538 
62 The Yearling 48.511 
63 Johnny Tremain 48.463 
64 Men Against . the Se.a 48.462 
65 The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes 48.4J.5 
66 Gul.liverts Travels 48.197 
67 ~dnapped . . 47.978 
68 Mutiny on the _Bounty 47.787 
69 White~ Fang · 47.026 
70 The last of the Mohicans 47.025 
71 Alina and. the lling of Siam· ~ 46. 579 
72 The Bridge of San Luis Rey 46.5.31 
73 Lost Horizon· 46.,398 
74 The Gall of the Wild 45 .. 504 
75 Ben Hur . . 45.275 
76 The Count of' Monte Cristo 44 .. 780 
77 Abraham Lincoln . · 44 • .381 
78 Wind, Sand and Stars 42.630 
79 Robinson Crusoe 38 .. 548 
80 Beyond Sing th~ Woods 3.3.92.3 
81 Two Years Before the Mast 25.578 








































APPROXD1ATE NUMBER OF IMPORTANT CHARACTERS IN CLASSICS 
TITLE ' CHARACTERS 
Poor Richardt~ Al:ina.n.a.c 0 
Two Years · Befor.e the Mast 2 
The Red Badge of Coilrage .3 
Wind, Sand and Stars .3 
Robinson Crusoe 4 
The House of. Seven Gable~ 5 · 
Kim 5 
The Scar let Letter 6 
Twenty Thousand Leagues Undel:.' the Sea 6 .· 
~i 7 
Lost Horizon · 7 
The Call ·of the Wild S 
WllteF~ S 
The Bridge of San Luis Rey S . 
The Yearling · S 
Captains Courageous · S . 
'l'he Deerslayer S 
Ethan Frome · 9 
WUthering Heights 9 
Parnassus on Wheels 9 
Moby Dick . 9 
Johnny Tremain 10 
John Brown's ·Body · 10 
Portrait of Jennie 10 
J.Syond Sing the Woods 11 . 
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Courtll 
'l'~ ·Sawyer ll 
The Human. Comedy l2 
The Robe 12 
Death Comes for the Archbishop l2 
The Virginian l2 
Kidnapped 12 
Giants in the Earth l3 
La.st Days o:f Pompeii l3 
Great Expectations l3 
l.orna Doone 13 
Jane E.Yre . l3 
The Last of the Mohicans 14 
A Tale of Two·Cities 14 














































The Clo.ister and the Hearth· 
My Antonia. . 
Vanity Fair· 
Northw4st t>a.ssage 
The Prince and the Pauper 
A Christmas Carol 
The Good Earth 
Anna. and the King o£ Siam 
How Green Was My Valley 
The Black ·Arrow 
BenHur 
Pride and Prejudice 
Arrowsmith 
Men Against the Sea 
Huckleberry Finn 
Don Quixote 
Life Witb Father · 
Oliver Twist· 
Rebecca 
Pitcairn's Island · · 
Little Women 
As You Like.It 
The Three Musketeers 
Romeo and Juliet 
Gulliver's Travels 
Hamlet 
Gone With the Wind 
Rabble in ·Arms 
Treasure· Island 
· ·War and Peace 
David Copperfield · 
Westward Ho 
Mu.tiny on the Bounty 
Julius Caesar 
The· Count. of Monte Cristo 
Les :Miserables 
Cyrano de Bergerac 
Ab:aa.ham. Lincoln . 






















































































APPRO.IlMATE NUMBER OF SCENE CHANGES IN CLASSICS 
TITLE SCENES 
Bambi . 0 
Portrait of Jennie 0 
TwO Years Before the Mast l 
Men Against the Sea. 1 
Johnny' Tremain 1 
Pitcairn 1 s . Island 1 
The Prince ·and the Pauper 1 
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court l 
The Red BB.dge of Courage 1 
Captains Courageous · 1 
The Deerslayer 1 
Little Women · · 2 
The Gall of the Wild 2 
Mutiny" on the Bounty 2 
Huckleberry Finn 2 
My Antonia 2 
Kidnapped 2 
Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea. 3 
Ethan Frome 3 
Drums 3 
The Good Earth 3 
Kim 3 
Beyond Sing the Woods 3 
. Lost Horizon 3 
Tom Sawyer 3 
The Scarlet Letter 4 
Robinson Crusoe 4 
Rebecca 4 
Parnassus on Wheels 4 
White Fang . 4 
The Bridge of San Lu.is Rey 4 
The Virginian 4 
Anna and· the ·King. o;r Siam 4 
The Black Arrow 4 
Cyrano de Bergera.c 4 
. The Human •comedy · 5 
The House ·of Seven Gables 5. 
Gulliver's Travels 5 · 
Giants in the lf,arth 6 
A Christmas Carol 6 












































Gone With ·the Wirid 
Pride and Prejudice 
The Robe . 
How Green Was ~ Va,ll.ey 
The Last of the Mohicans 
Davii Copperfield 







The Three MUsketeers 





Great Expectations · 
Northwest Passage · 
Death Comes for the Archbishop 
Treasure Island · · 
Haml.et 
Last Days of Pompeii 
Wind, Sand and Stars 
Les Misera.bles 
As You Like It 
A Tal.e of-Two·Cities 
~eo and Juliet . 
Ben Hur 
The Count of Monte Cristo 
Rabbl.e in Arma 
War a.nd Peace 
Don Quixote 
Life With Father · 
Abraham Lincoln 
. The Cloister· a.nd the. Hearth 
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes 
Ho:cy Bibl.e 




















































































. .u>PROXDJATE NUMBER OF WORDS IN EACH CLASSIC 
.TITLE 
Julius Caesar 
Poar Richard's .Almanac 
As You Like It · 
Romeo and Juliet 
Hamlet 
Ethan Frome 
A Christmas Carol 
Portrait ~Df Jennie 
Cyrano de Bergerac 
The Bridge of San Luis Rey 
Pa.rnassus on Wheels 
The Call of the ·Wild 
The Red Ba:dge of Courage . 
Life With Father 





Death Comes for the Archbishop 
.J.tr Antonia . . · 
The Scarlet Letter 
Captains Courageous 
The Hunian Comedy 
Wind, Sand and Stars 
Tom Sawyer .. 
The Pririce and th.e Pauper 
The Black Arrow 
Johnny Tremain 
Treasure ·Island . 
Huckleberry Finn · 
John Brown's Body 
Kim 
The Good Earth . . 
Beyond Sing .. the Woods 
Pitcairn's Island 
The House of Seven Gables 
Wuthering Heights · 
The Last· o£ the Mohicans 
Pride and Prejudice 
· Oliver Twist 
i . 





















































































TITLE NUMBER OF WORDS 
Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the S~ 1301 790 
Two Years Before the Ma.st · 1351300 
·Mutiny on the Bounty , J,36,SOO 
A Connecticut Yanke~ in King Arthur~ s Courtl4l3·000 · 
A Tale of Tw0 Cities 141,000 
The Virginian 142,000 
Rebecca ·.· 148,500 
Gulliver's Travels 151~200 
Arrowsmith . 1531 000 
The Return of the Native 154,350 
Drums 159,900 
The Yearling 159,960 
Giants in the Earth 161,000 
Last Days of Pompeii 162,7.50 
Anna and the King ot Siam · 168,480 
The Robe 176,;000 
The Deerslayer 1801 000 
Ben Hur 193,440 
The Three Musketeers 1981 000 
How Green Was IV Valley . 201,6.30 
Great Expectations 204,000 
Ivanhoe 216,000 
MQby Dick 217, SQO 
Jane Eyre 219,72.5 
Little Women 222,768 
Robinson Crusoe 235,620 
Dsn Quixote 240,370 
NerthwestPassage 260,400. 
Rabble in ·Arms : 260,500 
The Cloister and the ·Hearth : 2721 000 
wrna Doone · 273,000 
Westward Ho 282,240 
'l'he Adventures of Sherlock Holmes 28.5,.600 
David Copper.field 306,800 
Vanity Fair .326,040 
Abraham Lincoln 414,000 
Gone With theWind 45.3,200 
Las M:isera.bles .. 528,000 
The Ceunt of Monte Cristo 601, l20 
War and Peace 663,000 
H0:cy" Bib~e 97.5,000 
• e e 
TABLE. VII 
TEACHING LIST OF CLASSICS 
RANK TITLE ~ - READING DIAN AVERAGE 'AVERAGE AVERAGE AVERAGE · CHARACTERS SCENES WORDS .. 
EASE INTEREST SENTENCE SYLLABLES PERSONAL PERSONAL 
WORDS ·sENTENCES 
: ,l · Portrait o:f 90 .. 820 71•976 ll ua- 16 44 10 <~0 35,700 
Jennie 
88.566,ll6o756 .. .. 2 Hamlet 9 . • 129 24 94 24 18 19,875 
3 Cyrano ·de 94.656· 93 .. 195 3 129 '17 .... 100 44 4 37,500 
Bergerac 
4 . Bambi 82.306 74.'488 11 134 16 52 .· 7 0 57,420 
5 Julius Cae~ar 80.275 118.821 8 1.50 25 89· 34 17 . 13,125 6 ·_Captains 82 .. 960 68. 788 ll 133 14· ... 57. 8 1 77,760 
·Courageous 
_ _7 Romeo and SO.Z76 94 .. 318 13 l34 l2 85 ~ 24 16,500 
.. Juliet- ·----~- ··---· -~- ----- -- - -- ·-c- ....... ·--- ----,--~--------- ----· ----·- · --- -- ------- ---- --~------ -- -- -~-
-- ··-··-- ------· --- ----··-- ------------- ---"-- --




a Tom Sawyer 84.675 67 .. 771· ·12 130 1.5 39 ll 3 82,500 
9 Kim 78.260 81.891 l4 135 17 64 5 3 99,360 
10 The Red Badge 79 .. 092 58,.740 lS 133 l4 25 3 1 51,600 
o:r Courage 
ll As You Like It 71.309 112.493 16 l4l ~ 92 2l 23 15 .. 000 
l2 The Prince .and 78.261 71 .. 391 lS 134 18 19 17 1 84,630 
. the Pauper 
68.607 68 13 The Deex- 87.215 22 ll5 13 8 1 180,000 
alR,yer 
l4 The Virginian 77.232 85.526 ~ 127 18 64 l2 4 142,000 
15 Kidnapped_ 89.315 47.978 . 16 120 10 37 l2 2 64,000 
-·--- ·-
... ------- --··· ------- --~ 
0'-
\.11 
e e e 
RANK TITLE READING HUMAN AVERAGE AVERAGE · AVERAGE AVERAGE CHAR.ACT.ERS SCENES. WORDS 
EASE INTEREST SENTENCE . SYLLABLES PERSONAL PERSONAL 
WORDS SENTENCES 
15 · Treasure · 83.1.53 71.481 16 l27 1..5 .54 2.5 18 · 9l,SOO 
Island 
16 Huckleberry 76.;706 69.,1..50 1.5 114 · 16 
Finn 
17 Lost Horizon 83.1.50 46o398 16 
18 The Black 8.3. 999 · 53~ 934 · i6 
Arrow. 
19 .A Christmas 61.326 79.246 · 1.5 
C&r61 , 
20 1tr Antonia 78~246 .52.907 1.5 
21 The Bridge .o:t 76 • .5.50 46o.531 l3 
San Luis Rey 
22 Parn.assus on 71.307 .52$412 · .16 
Wheels 
23 Ethan FrOl'JI.e: 63.696 .59•81.5 · 21 
24 A Connecticut 78.58.5 .57 el22 18 
Yankee in King · 
. _ __ " ___ Ar.thur • s. Court ... 
25 Jane Eyre . · 83.660 66.143 13 
2.5 ThE;l Good Ea.Bth 76.892 58.245 13 
26 How Green Was 82.140 · 66•771 27 
My Valley 
27 Moby Dick 
Z7 White Fang 
28 The Return of 
the Native 






29 Death Coones 74.3.55 53.982 l8 
for the 
Archbishop 








































































































e e e 
RANK 'UTLE READING HUMAN AVERAGE . AVERAGE 'AVERAGE AVERAGE CHARACTERS SCENES WORDS . 
EASE INTEREST SENTENCE SYIJABI·ES PERSONAL PERSONAL 
WORDS SENTENCES 
30 · · Arrowsmith 68.43.3 8.3 • .328 18 l42 18 57 19 15 153,000 
.30 The Call of 70.970 45.504 18 l39 12 6 8 2 49,680 
the Wild 
.30 Johnny Tremain 74.521 48~46.3 l2 129 11 Zl 10 1 88,000 
.30 Vanity Fair 8.3.760 66;.952 13 1.30 . J.6 28 16 . 12 ' .326,040 ....... - -'' 
31 Pride and 67o925 75 .. 56.3 16 145 15 67 19 8 124,990 
Prejudice 
.32 Twenty Theu- 58.112 78•.314 19 15.3 . 
sand Le~gu~s 
18 41 6 3 130,790 
under the Se& 
.32 Wind, Sand 78.586 42.6,30 18 13.0 10 20 3 20 80,600 
and Stars. 
33 PGor Richard's 59•465 54~115 16 .155 
Almanac 
11 45 a· 15 14,040 
33 Rebecca 70~'784 69. 587 15 131 '15 48 '20 4 148,500 
34 · The Human 66.909 61.43.3 l2 '151 15 22 12 5 78,.300 
Comedy 
- - -- ··-.34- Oliver ~st - 70•279-70~9J.4 - 18-- - -- -141 -. -- 16-- --- - u-- -- · ·· 20 - --l.o-- 129;6-oo·- 4 ·----
.35 The Yearling 80~522 48o5ll ll 138 l3 4 . 8 10 159,960 
.36 Wuthering . 70.970 58.559 18 l39 l3 .36 9 12 116,000 
Heights 
56,100 .37 Life With 69o956 59.549 19 l39 15 16 20 .30 
Father 
.37 A Tale of 69.;787 55e504 20 l38 10 61 14 24 141,000 Two Cities 
.37 Pitcairn's 75 • .370 49.671 17 l35 9 54 20 1 . 105,600 
Island 
.38 Beyond Sing 78.416 3.3o92.3 19 129 7 27 ll .3 105,400 
the Woods 
.38 Westward Ho 78.12.3 83.014 18 l31 18 56 .30 17 282,240 
.38 Little Women 69.652 8.3. 956 18 140 18 59 21 2 222,768 
.$ 
• e e 
RANK TITLE READING HUMAN· AVERAGE AV.I:i&GE AVERAGE ~VERAGE CHAaAGTERS SCENES WORDS 
EASE INTEREST . SEJ.~TENCE · SYLLABLES PERSONAL PERSONAL 
WORDS SENTENCES 
39 ·Holy ·Bible 83.151· 84.820 16 ·127 22 25 - - 975,000 
40 · The Scarlet 61.327 . 53 .. 402 20 · 148 l4 8 6 4 76,540 
Letter 
41 . Drums 69~448 64.344 17 142 12 66 15 3 -159,900 
41 _ l,\l'orthwest 69.786. 85~393 15 JM.. 19. _ . 52 _].7_ 18 2~0,400 
Passage . 
41 Anna. and the · 81.123 46.579 · 18 · 127 ·11 2l 18 4 168,480 
King o;t; Siam 
42 The Cloister 79.600 62o508 17 1.30 l4 37 . 15 40 272,000 
and the Hearth 
43 Giants in the 41.610. 71~843 31 160 17 32 l3 6 161,000 
Earth 
44 The Three · 63.695 79.826 16· 147 , 16 69 22 14 198,000 
Mu.sketeers 
45 The Robe 70.463 55.733 16 . 142 l3 27 l2 8 176,000 
46 · Rabble in Arms 75.981 68.474 · 18 1.33 l4 56 25 · 28 260,500 
47 Mutiny on the 74.863 47.787 20 1.32 9, 48 32 2 1.36,800 
Bounty. ·- · ·- · ------- ------~--- ·-· -· ·. · --- - ---.- - -···- -- - --· · ·-- ·-- -·--- -- ·- ----------- - - ---- -· ----
48 The House ot 67.419 21.:134 24 1.36 4 21 5 5 106,560 
Seven Gables 
49 Two Years 66.574 25.578 29 1.31 6 l2 2 1 135,300 
Before the Mast · 
50 Great Expecta- 66.911 59o 9M3. 22 139 12 52 l3 18 204,000 
tions 
51 Last Days of 60.304 61.651 17 151 ll 69 l3 20 162,750 
Pompeii 
· . .52 lorna. Doone . 70.295 5.5.057 22 1.3.5 ll 48 l3 12 273,000 
53 Les Miserables 75.352 65.,068 2.3 128 16 22 39 22 528,000 
54 · The Last of 62., 8.50 47 • 025 20 145 . 10 34 l4 9 124,800 
the ll[ohicans 
54 Gulliver 1s 69.279 48.197 18 141 13 3 24 5 151,200 
Travels -
"' ()) 
• e • 
' 
RAJ.IIK TITLE READDIJG HUMAN AVERAGE AVERAGE AVERAGE AVERAGE CHARACTERS SCENES.WORDS 
EASE INTEREST SENTENCE SYLLABLES PERSONAL PERSONAL 
vlORDS SENTENCES 
55 Ivanhoe· . 56.760 56.760 27 145 10. 65 15 12 216,000 
56 David 57.605 66.010 22 150 16 25 27 10 306,800 
. Copperfield 
56 Gone With the 64.373 58.2,38 22 142 12 37 .25. 8 453,200 
Wirid 
56 Rob;inson. 62.690 38.548 . 29 135 
Crusoe 
10 '7 4 4 2.35,620 
57 Ben Hur 67.249 45.275 ; 20 141- 9 40 19 26 193,440 
58 Don Quixote 64.542 49.538 21 143 10 42 20 30 . 240,370 





60 War and Peace 53.544 68.075 21 156 17 .· 20 26, 30 663,000 
61 Abraham 72.125 . 44.381 20 JJ5 ll 14 70 40 414,000 
Lincoln 
62 The Count of 59.481 44.780 20 149 8 50 34 28 601,120. 
Monte Cristo 
·--·---- ---- ·---- ------ .. ----- ------·- ·-~---------- 11--- ·------- -------
--- ~ ------ -· - -·- --- ---- ~-~ .. 
--- ---·--··-------------- --·--------- - - ----- -
----- -- . _ _. ... 
$ 
The purpose of this stuciy was ta evalua e, according to the Flesch 
Formula, , .. · the eighty-tm> classics· lllQSt oft n recOmm.ended for reading in 
. . ·.• , ..... , 
junior and/or senior high schoolo: · bjective was to produce a 
teaching list of classics in rank order ·Con 'dering the five factors 0£ 
.reading ease seore,.hum.an interest score, 
number of scene changes, and beok length. 
ber of· important characters, 
secondary objective Was to 
include in the teaching list those factors uch as- sentence length and 
number a£ syllables per W0rd which, accor g t0 the for.mula, se~ tG 
present p&rticul.a.r difficulties in the re · g er teaching of each cl.a.ssic 
Then,. eight recommending lists were matched against the basic list, and. 
eighty-two classics were chosen for study s' ee they were recommended at 
least four times., ; Beth par~s of the Flesch Fer.mul.a. .were then applied to 
the eighty-two cl.a.ssies ch•sen. The appr0 te number of important 
characters in each wer~ was noted. The numier ef important scene chang~s 
in each work was ceunted. Finally, the ap 0ximate number of words in 
each book was founde · 
The results ~re presen~ed in six diff rent table$; the R!'ading 
Ease Score table, ~he Human Interest Score a.ble, the number of_ characters 
ta.ble, the cha.nges af scene table, the boek length table, and teaching 
list table comparing all five .taetGlrs. The factors used in the determina 
of the Reading Ease Score and the Hl.unan Int rest Score were included in 
the final table •. 
70 
·IV. CONCLUSIONS 
. This study wuld seem to -warrant cemclusi0ns: 
-1., Some classics are easier to 
2. Some classics are easier te This should be kept 
mind when choosing which classics to teach. · 
. . 
3~ The difficulties 01' different books .from different reasons --
word length, sentence length, number o! ·~ ... -.r.Lu"'""r"""- ntim.ber of scene chan-
ge~~ boo~ length. 
4. Knowing the reasens fer the difficulty. 
enable a teacher to preteach the de.fficult 
5. The relative simplicity gf m~st CD!. these 
tiate Flesch's statement that, 11The plain 
classic style that has survived.·" 
6. A comparieon of reading ease scores and 
cate that, on the whole, the easiest b$oks 
a particular -w0rk sh®uld 
seems to substan-
of writing is the only 
lengths seems te indi-
also the shortest. 
7. It also appears that the least kn$Wll .·.., ..,..,-ll, .. ·are alse the least l.n·teJ:-esrtn .. 
ing according to the Human Interest for.mula. 
8. Although these bo0ks are all recemmended 
ciatiens, some 0.f them are vecy difficult to 
Almi.nack is an e.xam.ple of this. 
9. One limitation of this study is th&t the 




~.f an objective formula 
ective elements which 
109 The .formula used is not discriminating as far as dramas are concerned 
since the short speken·sentences in a play gi a false idea 0f the read-
71 
ing difficulty~ ·and the cont~Ued dialogue produces a high human interest 
scere. The fact that most dramas are also shorter than nevels and the 
tact that the numb~r of characters in a play is usually less than the 
number of characters in a novel tend, also; to give a distorted picture. 
V. RECONMEl'JDATIONS 
. . 
l. An interesting ex:tensien ·at t.b.is study would be the comparison 'OX r· · -
given in this study with results ei?tained by using another reading !Eir-
. mula. 
2. Through logical thinking it has . been concluded that since some class-
ics are easier to read than ethers~ some classics are also easier to teac 
than others. This is an inference. a~ and sh.ould be substantiated by 
. ' : . . . 
actual teaching• 
3. SG>me <>f the classics ;presen~~ taught in ~~hools were not on the 
most often recommended list and., theref0re, were not a part of this study. 
The addition of all· sf these cJ.assics. to the study would prCi>vide further 
valuable information for teachers~ 
4. The availability of all of these classics in paper back editions 
should be explored f(l)r use by adniini~traters, teachers, librarians, and 
parents. 
5. For practical purposes, all five difficulty factors considered in thi 
study have been given equal weight. Further study should be done to de-
te~e more exact~ the relative importance of each factor in the ana~­
sis c! the reading difficulty of each c~ssic. 
. . 
6. A subjective questionnaire type of study of the difficulty and inter-
est of each ch.ssic for junior and senior high school students could be 
72 
den:e. The resUl.t~ ef such a subjective approach could then be compared 
and cembined w:i.th the objective results obtained in this study. 
11. It is recommended also .. that the areas of special difficulty in each 
classic benot-ed and that exercises be prepared to build readiness for 
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SAMPLE 1'iORK SHEET 
The sheet on page 86 is a sample of the work sheet which was used· for 
thering the information necessary for the .computation of the Reading 
Ease and Human Interest scores according to the Flesch Formula. 
One sheet was used for each classic.. The title of the book, the 
11 ....... v~,v.~.·, the publishing company,· ·and the date of publication were noted at 
the top of each sheet. 
The sheet, which is divided into twenty-five blocks for the twenty-
five samplings that were taken of each book, includes the numbers one to 
ten. The number of words in . the first ten sentences of each sampling were 
listed next to these numbers~ The total number of words in the ten sent-
ences was then divided by ten and the average number of words in ten sent-
ences was given on the first line below the numbers. 
The number of syllables in the first 100 words of the sampl:iJlg was 
given on the line directly below this. 
The letters P. w .. denote the personal words in the 100 word sampling, 
and these were noted on the line provided for this purpose. The letters 
P. S. stand for personal sentences, and the number of personal sentences. 
in 100 sentences of the sampling was listed o~ the line below these l~tter 
Finally, the computations were done on the opposite side of the sheet 
= 
and the results were JlOted at the bottom of each sheet.. The number of 
"::..... = 
characters, the number of scene changes and the number of pages in the 
book were added to these results. 
In this way, all of the pertinent information on each classic was 
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